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“It’s just that I have special feelings for military things and that medal looks like
one, so I have this urge to protect it.” lied Sylas quickly.

“That’s understandable. I’ll keep it locked in the safe, then,” assured Zoey with a
smile before Sylas breathed a sigh of relief.

After that, Zoey looked at Iris and inquired, “Is there something I can help you
with?”

“Because your company’s movie recently broke the industry record, Star
Entertainment, South Hampton’s top entertainment company, will be sending
their people here in the afternoon to learn from yours. If you managed to take
good care of them, there may be cooperation in the cards,” explained Iris.

“Sure. Leave them to me! I have time anyway,” responded Zoey with an ‘okay’
sign.

Star Entertainment is one of the top three domestic entertainment companies,
and they have big-shot stars and online celebrities.

Even though the Oriental Star Group was growing rapidly, they still had a long
way to go since Helena was the only valuable star they had.

There was much to be gained from working with a giant like Star Entertainment.

Zoey deliberately cleared her schedule to wait for their arrival.

In the afternoon, three sedans and four MPVs parked outside of the Morris Group
building.



The Star Entertainment group had arrived, and Zoey was thrilled to see their
chairman, Pierre leading the group himself.

Seeing how sincere Star Entertainment was about the meet-up, Zoey welcomed
the group along with her team.

Still sleeping, Levi was suddenly awakened by the noise.

“What the hell is going on?” asked Levi frustratedly before Seth replied with a
smile, “Star Entertainment has sent a group to visit Oriental Star Group.
Everybody’s gone to see the many famous stars and online celebrities in the
building. Do you want to go take a look?”

The minute Levi heard that there were stars and online celebrities, he lost
interest.

But if it helped with his wife’s career, he thought it would not hurt to let them carry
on.

Star Entertainment almost sent over every one of the best.

Not only did they send Pierre and eight others from management, eighteen of
their hottest superstars and online celebrities were also there.

The online celebrities then started to live stream and record everything around
them, including almost everything in the Morris Group building.

Seeing how it was, Seth had to step in to stop them from broadcasting the
company’s internals, many of which were confidential.

He then brought two men with him to approach the broadcasters.



“Excuse me. Live streaming is not allowed in the building! Thank you for your
cooperation,” advised Seth, but the live streamers could not be bothered to listen
to him as they continued with the streaming.

Seth then had to repeat himself, “Excuse me. You’re not allowed to do your live
stream here. Please stop immediately!”

“You’re nothing but a bunch of lowly security guards. Who are you to tell me that I
can’t do my live stream here?”


